Now that HR has joined business discussions, what do you have
to contribute?
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Let me begin with gratitude for thoughtful work by many who established HR issues as central
to competitive advantage, strategic success, and financial performance. As a result of their work, HR
(people and ideas) have been part of business discussions (often simply called being “at the table”) for
many years. The recent 2020–21 crises (e.g., global pandemic, social injustice, political differences,
economic recession, digital 4.0, and emotional malaise) have not only reinforced HR’s significance to
business results but challenged HR professionals to have even more impact thereon.

In this post, I offer a fourth commentary on the recent research from the HR Competency Study (HRCS)
eighth round to show what HR contributes to business discussions. This eighth round of HRCS is
sponsored by the University of Michigan, The RBL Group, and nineteen HR associations, and is
performed by Pat Wright, Mike Ulrich, Erin Burns, and Kaylene Allsop. (Full disclosure: I have been
centrally involved in this HRCS research since 1987, but I am an advisor and not a principal investigator
on this eighth round.)
When you as an HR professional are invited into a business conversation (about strategy, customer
service, financial results, digital transformation, or something else), what should you uniquely bring to
that conversation?

Our HR competence research has shown HR professionals offer unique insights about three human
capability agendas to help deliver business results (see Figure 1).
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First, create workforce agility
People are the core ingredients to any organization, and HR should be the thought leaders with ideas,
tools, and experiences to upgrade talent. In today’s changing world, employees have to act
with increasing agility, being able to create a future, anticipate opportunities, adapt quickly, reskill
continually, and learn always. HR explores how to ensure organizations have the talent required to
deliver on the customer, investor, and strategic goals.

Second, align and embed organization capability
Since our 1990 book, Organization Capability, my colleagues and I (and many others) have consistently
shown that “organization capability” matters more than “individual competence” in delivering business
results. In a business conversation, you ask, “Do we have the right organization to deliver our desired
results?” Historically, the right organization focused on clarifying roles and reporting relationships
(structure or design) then on aligning systems (e.g., seven Ss or STAR model of systems). More
recently, “organization” is not about the structure or systems but the capabilities of the organization.

Organization capabilities represent what the organization is known for, what it is good at doing, and how
it allocates resources to win in its market. Organizations should be defined less by their structure and
systems and more by their ability to establish the capabilities required to win—that is, to serve customers
in ways that competitors can not readily copy. Figure 2 suggests twelve possible capabilities. In business
discussions, HR professionals can help define which capabilities best deliver key outcomes.
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Figure 3 shows the research from the Organization Guidance System (organization pathway) that shows
the relative impact of each of the twelve capabilities on employee, strategy, customer, financial, and
community outcomes. The green cells show high impact, and the red cells show low impact. For
example, this data shows that for strategic business outcomes (column D), strategic clarity and agility
are the most important capabilities; whereas, for customer outcomes (column E), strategic clarity and
customer-centricity are the most important capabilities. By doing the Organization Guidance System,
HR professionals can help their organization know which capabilities matter most to the outcomes the
organization cares most about (go to www.rbl.ai to take a free assessment and get a free company
report).
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Third, deliver a diversity, equity, and inclusion agenda
Recently, issues around social justice—as evidenced in diversity, equity, and inclusion (DEI)—have
become ever more prevalent. The emerging DEI agenda needs to move beyond calls for action to
sustainable results in finding ways to manage diverse candidates into leadership positions, to have
honest and sensitive conversations on social justice issues, and to turn social consciousness desires into
productive conversations and sustainable actions.

DEI progress can be put into four phases (Figure 4). DEI efforts need to evolve beyond phase 1
(affirmative action scorecards that track numbers), phase 2 DEI activities, policies, and programs) and
even phase 3 (the strategic relevance of DEI efforts). Moving to phase 4, to be sustainable, DEI efforts
need to address fundamental and often unexplored assumptions then embed new behaviors supporting
these DEI assumptions. These assumptions are about how leaders use their power to empower others
and how to ensure that every employee has something of value to offer the organization.
In business discussions, HR professionals move DEI efforts through these four waves to ensure a
responsible organization.
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Conclusion: What do you have to contribute?
Imagine yourself engaged in business dialogue as a member of the leadership team. Based on our
research, we suggest that you are the architect of how to create a more agile workforce, align and embed
the right organization capabilities, and make progress on DEI efforts. By working on these issues, you
contribute to business results.

Welcome to the discussion; savor your contribution!
.………
Dave Ulrich is the Rensis Likert Professor at the Ross School of Business, University of Michigan, and a
partner at The RBL Group, a consulting firm focused on helping organizations and leaders deliver
value.
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